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About Us

Established in 1988 by Mr. G S Sehmbey, Sawalka Tools & Machines Pvt Ltd is an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) supplier of suspension components for automobiles. While catering to the Anti Roll Bar requirements of Tata Motors – number one commercial vehicle manufacturer in India, Sawalka Tools & Machines Pvt Ltd has over the years specialized in the manufacturing of high quality solid Anti-Roll Bars (ARB).

To match the vast client deadlines and rate an increase in overall productivity since the last 25 years, Sawalka has been focused on the overall expansion and growth, with state of the art facilities in the industrial hub, Pune.

Our stringent manufacturing process and quality analysis have helped us build professional relationships over the last two decades. Repeat orders and consistent work flow stand testimony to our valued efforts. Sawalka works on the firm values and principles that were laid down by the Founder Mr. G. S. Sehmbey, an entrepreneur who studied engineering and high end manufacturing was closely associated with the global market since 1952.

Like his father, the Co-Founder Mr. Prithvi Pal Sehmbey has been the driving force for the company, and entirely dedicated to meeting the high quality and low price propositional demands of the market. Over the time, Sawalka has specialized in manufacturing heat treated and toughened solid products with specified tensile strength. Armed with qualified design...

For more information, please visit
OTHER PRODUCTS

- Stabilizer Bar
- Torsion Bar
- Tie Rod
- U Bolts
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CONTACT US

Sawalka Tools And Machines Pvt Ltd
Contact Person: Prithvi Sehmbey

No.J.196, MIDC,Bosari
Pune - 411026, Maharashtra, India

📞 +91-8048933491
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/sawalka-tools-machines/